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LOGLINE
Pastors encourage an impoverished Kentucky community, “The forgotten people of
America”, to donate to Israel in anticipation of Jesus's impending return. The film exposes the
controversial bond between Evangelicals and Jews, in a story of faith, power and money,
revealing how Trump’s America is led by an End-Times apocalyptic countdown.

SYNOPSIS
Millions of American Evangelicals are praying for the State of Israel. Among them are the
Binghams, a dynasty of Kentucky pastors, and their Evangelical congregants in an
impoverished coal mining town. They donate sacrificially to Israel’s foremost philanthropic
organization, the International Fellowship of Christians and Jews, because they fervently
believe the Jews are crucial to Jesus’s return. This film traces this unusual relationship, from
rural Kentucky to the halls of government in Washington, through the moving of the American
Embassy in Jerusalem and to the annexation plan of the West-Bank. With unparalleled access,
the film exposes a stunning backstory of the Trump and Netanyahu administrations, where
financial, political and messianic motivations intersect with the apocalyptic worldview that is
insistently reshaping American foreign policy toward Israel and the Middle-East.

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT
I came across the story of Christian Evangelicals’ influence on Israel 3 years ago and was
stunned by the extent of their impact on my life as an Israeli. I went to meet some of them. I
was somewhat taken aback by the Evangelicals I met who told me they loved me. I was
fascinated, and wanted to explore this ‘love’.
Evangelical doctrine sees Jews as the "chosen people." Their return to the Promised Land, the
State of Israel, and Occupation of the territories of Judea and Samaria fulfil Biblical prophecy
that says: Once all Jews return to their land, Christ will return to earth. The Jewish people's
role in history will thus end and they will perish unless they accept Jesus as their Lord and
Savior. Thus, for millions of fundamentalist Evangelicals, strengthening the Jewish State to
expedite Christ’s return expresses deep religious aspirations for the End Time.
In the face of this unsympathetic prophetic scenario, the Israeli right, my current leaders and
especially the Jewish settlers, choose to ignore it and cooperate with the significant
Evangelical power in order to advance material goals such as financial aid and political
influence. Together they unite and succeed in influencing United States policy in Israel and
the Middle East. There are two sides here, who in the name of God, and with full confidence
that they represent His will, are engaged in mutual exploitation that actually shapes the
destiny of millions of human beings.
In light of the central -- yet tragic-- role the Jews play in the Evangelical prophetic script, our
identity as Israeli Jewish filmmakers played a crucial part in our relationship with the subjects.
It allowed us to pursue questions of legacy, how Evangelicals, both adults and children,
explain their support of Israel and their financial and political activities on its behalf, and how
religious Jews think about the support they receive from Evangelicals.
We have been in places where the Evangelical faith is a lifeline for people whose world has
been destroyed by drug addiction and poverty. Where their longing and preparation for
redemption can become a tool in the hands of the political echelon whose policies determine
the fates of people thousands of miles away.
As Israelis, we were allowed to explore how the two religious sides bridge the impossible gap
where the existence of the one contradicts the existence of the other and repeatedly choose
to ignore the "elephant in the room."
For me this is a bigger story, about the role of religion in the seemingly secular world we live
in today. We hope audiences will ask the questions we continue to ask ourselves as they view
this film that probes the nature of religious beliefs and their circles of influence. What are the
deeper consequences to our societies, when avowedly secular leaders like Benjamin
Netanyahu and Donald J. Trump are empowered to act as divine messengers on both sides of
the Atlantic?

FILMMAKERS BIO
Maya Zinshtein - Director, producer
Maya Zinshtein is an Emmy award-winning Israeli documentary
filmmaker and journalist with a BA in Cinema and French studies and
an MA in Security and Diplomacy from Tel Aviv University.
Her last documentary “Forever Pure” won an Emmy award for
Outstanding Politics and Government documentary in 2018
(Independent Lens/PBS).
An alumna of Sundance Institute, for the last ten years she has
directed and produced documentaries broadcast on Israeli TV and
abroad including by Netflix, BBC, ARTE/ZDF, and PBS, and screened at
over 100 festivals around the world.
Abraham (Abie) Troen - Producer, Cinematography
Abraham “Abie” Troen is an award winning documentary filmmaker
& D.O.P. He has lead doc projects in Israel, Kenya, India, Mexico and
the US, his work screened at TIFF, SXSW, Doc NYC and online for
National Geographic, Vanity Fair, CNE and Out Magazine. Abie
studied at the Sam Spiegel School in Jerusalem before receiving an
MFA from the USC School of Cinematic Arts where he was awarded
the Annenberg Fellowship for specializing in documentary producing
and cinematography. He currently resides in LA and films on both
sides of the Atlantic.
John Battsek - Producer
John Battsek runs Passion Pictures, a double Academy Award winning
(four times Academy Award nominated) independent production
company and one of the most successful and prolific producers of
feature documentary films in the international marketplace. In 1999,
Battsek conceived and produced Academy Award-winning One day in
September and he has since been responsible for multiple high profile
feature documentaries. These include: Academy Award nominated
Restrepo; The Tillman Story (Winner Best Historical Doc Emmy 2012);
Prime Time Emmy winning Manhunt; BAFTA Outstanding Debut
Winner The Imposter, and Academy Award and BAFTA winning
Searching for the Sugarman. More recently, Battsek produced Eric
Clapton: Life in 12 Bars - and The Final Year, which offered an unprecedented look at the
shaping of US foreign policy of former US President Barack Obama’s administration and
Studio 54, the real story behind the greatest club of all time which premiered at Sundance in
2018. Battsek has been nominated three times for a PGA Award and was the recipient of 2013
prestigious Grierson Trustees Award for Outstanding Contribution to Documentary.

PRODUCTION COMPANY BIO
VENTURLAND
John Battsek is one of the most successful producers in feature documentary filmmaking.
Starting with Academy Award winning One Day in September, which Battsek conceived and
produced, he has since been responsible for some of the most acclaimed documentaries in
recent years.
Battsek’s most notable credits include Academy Award® & BAFTA-winning Searching For
Sugar Man, Academy Award®-nominated Restrepo & Winter On Fire, Primetime Emmy®winning Manhunt: The Story Of The Hunt For Bin Laden & Forever Pure, BAFTA winners The
Imposter and Hillsborough, Grammy-nominee Eric Clapton: Life In 12 Bars and BAFTA
nominated & Peabody winning Listen To Me Marlon
His most recent credits include critically acclaimed The Final Account (Venice International
Film Festival), Rising Phoenix (Netflix), Alex Gibney’s Citizen K (Toronto International Film
Festival), Mike Wallace Is Here (Sundance), Circus of Books (Tribeca) & AACTA-award winning
The Australian Dream (Telluride & Toronto International Film Festival).
In 2020, Battsek launched his new production company Ventureland with long time PrettyBird
collaborators Kerstin Emhoff, Ali Brown and Paul Hunter.
Ventureland are currently in production on a range of titles including films about Sir Alex
Ferguson, Charlie Chaplin and the Thai Cave rescue mission.
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